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Recipe by Riann Fri, Beach Elementary
 Ingredients: Salt, and pepper seasoning, a turkey, gravy, 
a big pan, gloves, turkey juice, oven, Directions: First, put 
gloves on to get the blood out of the pan. Second, put it in the 
pan., third, cook it in the oven, forth, when it is done put salt 
and pepper on it, fith, put seasoning on it, sixth, put gravy 
on it. Finally last, eat it.

Recipe by Paige Brege, Beach Elementary
 You need a turkey a stove a friine pan a toothpick. 
Directions: put the turkey in the friine pan put it in for 20 to 
40 and put the toothpick in it see the toothpick is not hot if it 
is. Put the turkey out side for 10 to 20 other eat

Recipe by Emma Fri, Beach Elementary
 Ingredients:
 Salt
 Pepper
 Siesin.
 Turkey. Directions: you grab the turkey you put the salt 
and pepper on it. Then you put the siesining on it.

Recipe by Autumn Straley, Beach Elementary
 You will need a turkey. And stuf it whith stuffing. And 
put stuff urownd the sibe of the turkey. put sum of shine 
stuff on the turkey.

Recipe by Mackenzie Peterson, Beach Elementary
 Directions:
 Pote eggs in the bowl
 Por a cop of shoger
 Pote 2 ponds of met in.
 Ingredience:
 3 eggs
 cop of shoger
 2 ponds of met

Recipe by Evan Simonis, Beach Elementary
 Ingredients: turkey and ½ tea spoon of shoger 3 tea 
spoons of stakesesened. Directions: first buy a turkey second 
put ½ tea spoon of stakesesen  then put it in the oven for 1 
hour.

Recipe by Isaiah Captain, Beach Elementary
 You need a pan and a turkey and jello and sot.
 You kook it in then in 45 minise.
Recipe by Kaydence Beushel, Edgewood Elementary
 1st buy a turkey and put it in the fridgerefrgeraton and 
let it thaw for 2 hours. 2nd get it out fridgerefrge an  And eat 
say it is good.

Recipe by Patrick Donley, Edgewood Elementary
 You buy a turkey in plastic wrap at Meijer. Then you 
unwrap it. You set the oven to 702°f. Then you put the turkey 
in. you set the timer on the oven to cook it.

Recipe by Braden Ruch, Edgewood Elementary
 1st buy a turkey and put it in the refrigeraton and let it 
thaw for 2 hours. 2nd and take it out.

Recipe by Willo Staal, Edgewood Elementary
 1st resipie Go to the store and buy a turkey. 2nd Go back 
home and cook your turkey till golden brown. 3d put some 
seasoning on it. 4th put some stuffing around it. 5. then eat 
it!

Recipe by Sophie Brown, Edgewood Elementary
 If you want to make a turkey. you go to the store and 
buy a turkey. then you go home and get out sugar. Then 
sprenkell thre teaspoons. Then put it in the oven set the 
timer for 6 teen mintes take it out, Put in the stuffing and 
tada you are redy for thanksgiving!

Recipe by William Franklin, Beach Elementary
 go to the store an buy a turkey at Meijers.
 You thoe ti an thae cook it
 An take the thret owte
 Take owt the gisres
 An stufit with stuffing
 An lemin an lime an masptatos an otr things

Recipe by Cailey Richards, Beach Elementary
 Ingredients: 1. Turkey
 cup of sugar
 meat
 2 eggs
 5/6. salt and pepper
 cup of flour
 Directions:
 pour sesening on meat

put in bowl
 add sugar and eggs
 add pepper and salt
 pour flour
 mix put on turkey
 put in oven 4 and ower

Recipe by Arthur Lock, Edgewood Elementary
 First shoot a ½ pownd turkey. Then cut its hed off. Stuff 
the turkey with stuffing. Then spray cooking spray on a pan. 
Now cook it for 1:00. Now you have a byootuful turkey.

Recipe by Kyle Gilbert, Edgewood Elementary
 You need a turkey temperture stick. Then you need to 
put it in the ovin for two owrs. Then your don.

Recipe by Corbin Davis, Edgewood Elementary
 Go buy a turkey from the stor. Then pop some grave 
on, Pot the turkey on tinfoyle or a stell pan. Then pop it in 
the ovin for about 2:00. Then get it out of the ovin. Pot some 
more garlic on. Then some more seasonings on then pot 
some more grave on then eat it yumm that’s a good turkey 
thank you.

Recipe by Lindi Meyers, Edgewood Elementary
 Here is a way to. 
 Make a turkey.
 4 cups of sugar
 9 cups of pepper
 5 teaspoons of crashed cracers
 7 cups of pickles
 1 teaspoon of mashed potatos
 2 cups of corn pieces

cook it in the oven for an for 2 ours and that’s how you 
make a turkey.

Recipe by Alison Blakeman, Shettler Elementary
 I went to go get my turkey at Mejier.
 Me and my mom bring the turkey back home.
 We take it out of the net.
 We wash the turkey.
 We put it in the oven.
 We put it on 120° F.
 We cook it for 60 min.
 We take it out of the oven and it is reddy for 
thanksgiving,

Recipe by Haley Comes, Shettler Elementary
 Mom and Devin went to get a turkey at WalMart or 
Mejer.
 Mom and Devin came home with the turkey Mom 
called him tom.
 We put tom the turkey in the ovin 100 minits F°20

When the tukey is done I help Mom set the table. When 
everyeyone is there yum yum yum yummy we eat.

Recipe by Caden Whipple, Beach Elementary
 BBQ Turkey
 Step 1. Get a turkey
 Step 2. Get BBQ sauce
 Step 3. Put the turkey in the oven
 Step 4. Poor BBQ sauce on the turkey and your turkey 
is done!

Recipe by Sheila Conklin, Shettler Elementary
 I go to WallMart or Sams Club to get a frozen turkey
 Then you let thaw
 After it thaws you put it in the oven for 120° F and cook 
for about 1 or 2 hours and wait.
 When the turkey is done check it cut it open to see if it 
is redy if it is then set it on the table.
 I like mashed potatos and corn with my turkey but you 
can put anything with your turkey.
 When everything is redy you have your side dishes 
eat.

Recipe by Abby Sykes, Beach Elementary
 You go to the store and buy a turkey. 2. You put the 
turkey in the sun to onthaw. 3. You get a pan out. 4. You put 
it in the oven. 5. You put it in for 3 hours. 6. You tack it out. 7. 
You eat it.

Recipe by Jenna Vandervelde, Beach Elementary
 2 eggs. Ingredients:
 1 cup of shooger
 1 cup of flower
 1 in a haf cup of water
 cill a turkey
 then stuff the turkey
 then cook the turkey 30 minits
 Directions: 
 Put 2 eggs in a boal 
 Put 1 cup of shooger in a boal
 Put n 2 cup of flower in a boal
 Put 1 in a haf cup of water

Recipe by Gavin Cunningham, Shettler Elementary
 I git the trke at the formrs makit
 His name is rob
 I potit in the uven for a ore
 I got it ot ov the hvin.
 I pit it on the tabl.

Recipe by Dade Daszko, Shettler Elementary
 Get the turky from market
 Put it in a oven to 89° F.
 Put the timer for 2 hours 20 min
 Cut the turky up
 Put the stuffing in the turkey.

Recipe by Alexis Goodwin, Shettler Elementary
 We buy our turkey frome WalMart.
 We have to thua the turkey out for about 1 hour.
 You have to pout your tutkey on a cooki pan.
 You pout your turkey in the ven for 1 or 2 houers and 
150°F.
 When you take the turkey out of hteoven it is hot so be 
carfoul.
 Slice up your turkey and eat it up.

Recipe by Blake Hronek, Shettler Elementary
 First I go to Mejers and get a turkey. Next I put the 
stuffing in it. Then I put it in the oven for two hoers. Last I 
eat it with pataytose.

Recipe by Kurt Kendra, Shettler Elementary
 first my grapa gets the trcky. He thaus the trcky out. 
But if you wount the trcky to thous you have to put it in 
the singk with cold wouter. But my grapa gets the trcky at 
samsklob.
 Than you stouf the trcky. When the stoufing is in the 
trcky you have to put your hand in the trcky. It is slimy in 
side of a trcky.
 Than you put the trcky into the oven for a hour and a 
haf.
 When you are doun with th trcky you eat it mmmm 
good.

Recipe by Hannah Comes, Shettler Elementary
 We go to Mijer to get our turkey.
 We calld him tom. Tom the turkey it is funny.
 We put tom the turkey in the ovin for 100 min.
 We tride it to see if it wa prefek it tastes just rhit
 Then we are redy fro Thaksgiving.

Recipe by Cole Fox, Edgewood Elementary
 You go to a stores and get a big fat turkey. And you buy 
the turkey and you put the turkey in the oven. Then you 
wait of a hour then you get it out of the oven. And you are 
ready of thanksgiving.

Recipe by Karson Fitzgerald, Shettler Elementary
 First, we get the turkey at the store. Next, we bring it 
home. Then, we put it in the oven for 10 min. And, then we 
cut it up. Last, we eat it up.

Recipe by Julia Rager, Beach Elementary
 Frist we take ransh and a pan. Then we tack turiky then 
we cook it then tack nife and slice the turiky then we pore 
ransh in it. Then we eat.

Recipe by Hunter Kotecki, Edgewood Elementary
 Buy a turkey First.
 Put it in the oven
 Put the stuffing in it.

Recipe by Chris Towers, Edgewood Elementary
 Buy a turkey. Put it in oven for ten to 20 minuts. Put one 
T spoon of salt on turkey. eat it.

Recipe by Macy Schwander, Beach Elementary
 cach a turky
 cook the turkey
 poot salt and peper on it
 slice it in pieces
 poot more salt and peper on it
 eat it. 

Recipe by Hayden Mills, Beach Elementary
 you buy a turkey first
 you waet fore along time
 you het the uvun
 You tack the heartowd
 Then you eat it
 Happy thanksgiving

Recipe by Devon Pickard, Beach Elementary
 Go buy a turkey
 Let if un thaw
 Pot sisening on
 Preheat it
 Pot it in the uvin
 Take it owt arther a qil pot more sisning on it
 Pot it back in for a few hours
 Tack it owt let it cole down
 Tack owt the heart and the gizzard slis it up
 Eat it

Recipe by Almira Al-saee, Beach Elementary
 Go to the store and buy a turkey
 Put it in warm water and let thaw
 Season the turkey
 Put it in the oven for 3 hours
 Tack it out of the oven
 Then eat it!

Recipe by Cody Welch, Beach Elementary
 You go to the store to buy the turkey. You cut the insides 
op. You have the turkey thaw. You get upan and put the 
turkey on the stove for 2:04. You put stofing in the turkey.

Recipe by Katelyn Denio, Beach Elementary
 You can cook a turkey by putting it in the oven for 3 
ours and then season it and tack it out of the oven and eat it. 
Then it is gone.

Recipe by Leon Lindstrom, Beach Elementary
 Buy a turkey
 Hon thaw the turkey
 Preheat the stoov
 Tack the ehart and grisi out
 Sesing the turkey
 Poot the turkey in the stov put the turkey for 9 hurs.
 Then eat the turkey

Recipe by Cora Mink, Beach Elementary
 Cook the turkey you bud. Pat a little salt. Put a little 
buder. Cut it up. Tac ot to the table to eat.

Recipe by David Plank, Beach Elementary
 first we buy a turkey
 then we let it thaw
 we take out the heart and the gizzerd
 then we cook it for two hours
 then we slice it
 we eat it

Recipe by Morgan Mathiak, Beach Elementary
 1. go to the stor
 2. thaw it in rorme wotre
 3. Preheat it
 4. Season it
 5. Hours it
 6. Take the heart owt
 7. Kate the turkey
 8. Poot the pan oway 
 9. Eat it
 10. And poot it in the frig
 11. And eat it the next day
 12. And poot it in the frig
 13.And if you have same mory eat if for a snack


